Cooperativity in drug-DNA recognition: a molecular dynamics study.
NMR studies have shown that the minor groove-binding ligand Hoechst 33258 binds to the two T4/A4 tracts within the duplex d(CTTTTCGAAAAG)2 in a highly cooperative manner, such that in titration experiments no intermediate 1:1 complex can be detected. The NMR-derived structures of the free DNA and the 2:1 complex have been obtained, but can shed little light on what the origins of this cooperativity may be. Here we present the results of a series of molecular dynamics simulations on the free DNA, the 1:1 complex, and the 2:1 complex, which have been designed to enable us to calculate thermodynamic parameters associated with the molecular recognition events. The results of the molecular dynamics studies confirm that structural factors alone cannot explain the cooperativity observed, indeed when enthalpic and hydration factors are looked at in isolation, the recognition process is predicted to be slightly anticooperative. However, when changes in configurational entropy are taken into account as well, the overall free energy differences are such that the calculated cooperativity is in good agreement with that observed experimentally. The results indicate the power of molecular dynamics methods to provide reasonable explanations for phenomena that are difficult to explain on the basis of static models alone, and provide a nice example of the concept of "allostery without conformational change".